In this work we study first-order linear parabolic evolution PDEs over R dˆR and R dˆR`c omprising a spatial operator defined through a symbol function and a source term such that its spatial Fourier transform is a slow-growing measure over R dˆR . When the source term is required to has its support on R dˆR`, it is shown that there exists a unique solution such that its spatial Fourier transform is a slow-growing measure with support in R dˆR`, which in addition has a càdlàg-in-time behaviour. This allows to well-pose and analyse an initial value problem associated to this class of equations and to consider cases where the spatial operator can be a pseudo-differential operator. We also look at for solutions to the cases where the source term is such that its spatial and spatio-temporal Fourier transforms are slow-growing measures over R dˆR . In such a case, it is shown that when the real part of the symbol function of the spatial operator is inferiorly bounded by a strictly positive constant, there exists a unique solution whose both spatial and spatio-temporal Fourier transforms are slow-growing measures over R dˆR , which also has a càdlàg-intime behaviour. In addition, it is proven that the solution to an associated Cauchy problem converges spatio-temporally asymptotically to this unique solution as the time flows long enough.
Introduction
In this work we look at for solutions with a càdlàg-in-time behaviour to PDEs ("P" stands for Partial or Pseudo, as pleasure) over the Euclidean space-time of the form
where the source term X is such that its spatial Fourier transform is a slow-growing measure over R dˆR and L g is a purely-spatial pseudo-differential operator defined through the spatial Fourier transform and a symbol function g : R d Ñ C through L g " F´1 S pgF S p¨qq. We consider such kinds of source terms since these act as measures in the temporal component, so it is expected that the potential solutions can be interpreted as a càdlàg function in time. Hence, an initial value problem associated to Eq. (1) make sense, even if the solution is considered, in principle, to belong to a space of distributions which have not necessarily pointwise evaluation meaning. We study such equations in a parabolic framework, for which we mean that the In this work we study this equation in a particularly different setting from what can be found in the literature. We do not focus on the theory of Hilbert spaces. We analyse equation (1) in a distributional sense, for which we select a suitable space of spatio-temporal distributions where X belongs. Namely, we require X to belong to the space of tempered distributions over R dˆR whose spatial Fourier transforms are slowgrowing measures over R dˆR , here denoted pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . Such space of distributions involves a lot of classically used Hilbert and Banach spaces, for instance the spaces L p pR dˆR q for p P r1, 2s (and hence some Sobolev spaces) and the space of finite complex (Radon) measures over R dˆR . We show that this requirement on X implies that the solution, when it exists, has a càdlàg-in-time behaviour since it first temporal derivative acts as a measure in time. In addition, it is proven that the solution U also belongs to this space of distributions. The fact that the solution U is also a member of pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 allows us to gain freedom on the selection of the symbol function g with respect to the case of general tempered distributions, where g is needed to be in the space O M pR d q (see Sections 2.1 and 2.4 for more details). For instance, when g is a continuous and polynomially bounded function the operator L g can be freely applied over any distribution in pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . Hence, some fractional pseudo-differential operators such as p´∆q α 2 for α ě 0 are involved in our scope. The analysis we present in this work has been already presented in broad terms in Carrizo Vergara (2019, Appendix C). Here we present it with more depth and in a shorter and self-contained exposition.
Another motivation to consider cases where X belongs to a suitable space of distributions which act as measures in time but not necessarily as members of a Hilbert space comes, actually, from the world of Stochastic Analysis. The main objective of this paper is tu set-up the deterministic analogous framework for the analysis of a stochastized version of the PDE (1) (hence, a SPDE) in which the source term X may represent a spatio-temporal White Noise, a coloured-in-space and white-in-time noise, or, more generally, a stationary generalized random field with a measure-in-time behaviour. Such mathematical objects cannot be always interpreted as members of a Hilbert space, but they do can be interpreted as generalized stochastic processes whose spatial Fourier transforms are random measures in a mean-square sense. Such analysis has been worked out in Carrizo Vergara (2019, Appendix C) and it will be exposed in depth in a forthcoming paper.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we set-up the tools we will use and the main mathematical results for those. We make reminders on measures, distributions and topological vector spaces in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we introduce the space of slow-growing complex measures M SG pR d q, which can be identified as the dual of the space of continuous fast-decreasing functions, C F D pR d q. We introduce different spaces of test-functions used to work in spatio-temporal frameworks in Section 2.3. We introduce the space V pR d q of functions which are Fourier transforms of functions in C F D pR d q, together with its dual space V 1 pR d q of tempered distributions whose Fourier transforms are in M SG pR d q. We introduce the associate space V pR d q p bC F D pRq of test-functions which are spatial Fourier transforms of functions in C F D pR dˆR q, and its dual space pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 of spatio-temporal distributions whose spatial Fourier transforms are in M SG pR dˆR q. We introduce the spaces of restrictions to R dˆR`o f members of the aforementioned spaces.
In Section 2.4 we define properly operators of the form L g and we show how to solve PDEs associated to those under suitable conditions. In Section 2.5 we introduce our concept of distribution having a càdlàg-intime behaviour, and we give a Theorem which presents sufficient conditions for a distribution belonging to pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 or to M SG pR dˆR q to have a càdlàg-in-time representation. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the PDE (1) without yet explicitly concerning about a Cauchy problem associated to it. In Section 3.1 we look at for solutions over R dˆR`r equiring the source term to has its support on R dˆR`. We show that there exists a unique solution in pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 with support in R dˆR`a nd that it has a càdlàg-in-time representation which we make explicit. In Section 3.2 we look at for solutions over R dˆR when the source term is in V 1 pR dˆR qXpV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . When requiring the symbol function to satisfy g R ě κ ą 0, we prove that there exists a unique solution in pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 X V 1 pR dˆR q which has a càglàg-in-time representation which we make explicit. In Section 4 we analyse a Cauchy problem associated to (1) over R dˆR`w ith initial conditions in V 1 pR d q for the case g R ě 0. We obtain suitable existence and uniqueness results together with the càdlàg-in-time representation of the solution. In Section 5 we show the relationship between the solution of a Cauchy problem obtained in Section 4 and the solution in V 1 pR dˆR q obtained in Section 3.2 for the case g R ě κ ą 0. We prove that the solution to the Cauchy problem converges spatio-temporally to the solution in V 1 pR dˆR q as the time flows long enough. We also show that if the initial condition in the Cauchy problem is the evaluation at 0 of the unique solution in V 1 pR dˆR q, then the solution to the Cauchy problem and the unique solution in V 1 pR dˆR q coincide over R dˆR`.
We set up some almost-french notations. We denote N :" t0, 1, 2, ...u, N˚" Nzt0u, R`" r0, 8q, R´" p´8, 0s, R`" R`zt0u, R´" R´zt0u. 1 A denotes the indicator function of the set A. For x P R d , |x| denotes the Euclidean norm of x, regardless of the dimension d.
Theoretical Background

Preliminaries
Let us make precise the definition of complex Radon measure over R d we use, with d P N˚. We denote BpR d q the collection of Borel subsets of R d and B B pR d q the collection of bounded Borel subsets of R d . Definition 2.1. A complex Radon measure over R d is a function µ : B B pR d q Ñ C such that for every countable collection of mutually disjoint bounded Borel sets pA n q nPN Ă B B pR d q such that Ť nPN A n P B B pR d q, the σ´additivity property holds:
We note M pR d q the set of complex Radon measures over R d . M pR d q is a complex vector space. For a measure µ P M pR d q, its total variation measure |µ| is defined as
|µ| is, indeed, a (Radon) measure (Rudin, 1987, Theorem 6 .2, applicable over bounded subsets), which is positive. A measure µ P M pR d q is said to be finite if sup APB B pR d q |µ|pAq ă 8. In such a case, the value µpAq can be well-defined for every A P BpR d q (Rudin, 1987, Theorem 6.4) . We note M F pR d q the space of finite measures in M pR d q. If µ P M pR d q, its support is defined as the complementary of the biggest open set where the total variation of µ is null:
O is open and |µ|pOq " 0u¯c .
For a measurable and locally bounded function f : R d Þ Ñ C, and for µ P M pR d q, we denote f µ the multiplication measure f µ :
In particular, for any A P BpR d q, the measure 1 A µ is the restriction measure of µ over A.
We denote DpR d q the space of compactly supported complex smooth functions over R d and D 1 pR d q its dual space of distributions over R d .
For the case d " 1, the following result is widely known: for any µ P M pRq, there exists a unique càdlàg function (that is, right-continuous with left-limits) f : R Ñ C such that df dt " µ in distributional sense and such that f p0q " 0. Such a function is explicitly given by f ptq " µpp0, tsq1 R`p tq´µppt, 0qq1 R´p tq, @t P R.
Conversely, if a distribution T P D 1 pRq is such that dT dt P M pRq, then T can be represented by a unique càdlàg function, for which it holds
For any d P N˚, we denote S pR d q the Schwartz space of smooth functions with fast-decreasing behaviour, and S 1 pR d q its dual space of tempered distributions over R d . We use the following convention for the Fourier transform F : S pR d q Ñ S pR d q and its inverse:
The Fourier transform over S 1 pR d q is the adjoint of the Fourier transform over S pR d q. Analogously for its inverse. We denote O M pR d q the space of multiplicators of the Schwartz space (complex smooth functions with polynomially bounded derivatives of all orders), and O 1 c pR d q the space of convoluters of tempered distributions (fast-decrasing distributions, see Schwartz (1966, Chapter VII, §5) or Trèves (1967, Chapter 30) 
The exchange formula of the Fourier transform with our convention is given by F pS˚T q " p2πq d 2 F pSqF pT q ; F pT gq " p2πq´d 2 F pT q˚F pgq,
for every T P S 1 pR d q, g P O M pR d q, and S P O 1 c pR d q. We make some reminders on topological vector spaces and linear operators between them. A (complex) Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space (HLCTVS) E is a complex vector space equipped with a family of semi-norms pp j q jPJ with the axiom pp j pxq " 0 for all j P Jq ñ x " 0. The topology induced on E is the weakest topology which makes continuous the semi-norms pp j q jPJ , the addition and the scalar multiplication. pp j q jPJ is said to be directed if for every j 1 , j 2 P J there exists j 3 P J and C ą 0 such that p j 1 pxq`p j 2 pxq ď Cp j 3 pxq for all x P E. We can always find a family of directed semi-norms which determines the topology of a HLCTVS. If the topology of E is determined by a countable directed family of semi-norms, then its topology is metric, and if it is in addition complete, E is called a Fréchet space. Let us suppose de family pp j q jPJ is directed. If F is another HLCTVS with topology determined by a directed family of semi-norms pq k q kPK , then a linear function L : E Ñ F is continuous if and only if for every k P K there exist C ě 0 and j P J such that q k pxq ď Cp j pxq for all x P E. If E is a complex HLCTVS, we denote E 1 its dual space, that is, the space of continuous linear functions from E to C. If T P E 1 and x P E, we denote xT, xy :" T pxq P C. We endow E 1 with the weak-˚topology, which is the topology induced by the family of semi-norms pq x q xPE given by q x pT q " |xT, xy|, for all x P E. E 1 with this topology is a complex HLCTVS. If E and F are two HLCTVSs, and if L : E Ñ F is a continuous linear operator, then its adjoint is the operator L˚: F 1 Ñ E 1 determined by xL˚pT q, xy " xT, Lpxqy, for every T P F 1 and every x P E. L˚is a continuous linear operator from F 1 to E 1 . See Reed & Simon (1980, Chapter V) for more details.
Slow-growing measures
Definition 2.2. Let µ P M pR d q. We say that µ is slow-growing if there exists a strictly positive polynomial p : R d Ñ R`such that the measure dµpxq ppxq is finite, or equivalently, if there exists N P N such that ş
It is immediate that a measure µ P M pR d q is slow-growing if and only if its total variation measure also is it. We denote M SG pR d q the complex vector space of slow-growing measures over R d . It is clear that if f : R d Ñ C is a measurable and polynomially bounded function and µ P M SG pR d q, then the multiplication measure f µ is in M SG pR d q. Every slow-growing measure µ is identified with a unique tempered distribution through ϕ P S pR d q Þ Ñ xµ, ϕy :"
We denote CpR d q the space of continuous complex functions over R d . Let us introduce the space of fast-decreasing continuous functions:
Obviously S pR d q Ă C F D pR d q. We endow C F D pR d q with the topology induced by the directed family of semi-norms given by p N pϕq " sup xPR d |p1`|x| 2 q N ϕpxq|, for every N P N. C F D pR d q is a Fréchet space; its completeness can be proven using the same classical arguments which prove the completeness of S pR d q.
A linear functional T : C F D pR d q Ñ C is continuous if and only if there exists C ą 0 and N P N such that
We denote by C c pR d q the space of compactly supported continuous complex functions over R d , and by C 0 pR d q the space of continuous complex functions over R d vanishing at infinity. We recall that for these spaces, when endowed with suitable topologies, the Riesz Representation Theorem holds, for which we have Reed & Simon, 1980, Section V.4 , Example 1) and Rudin, 1987, Theorem 6.19 ). We present here the case of C F D pR d q and M SG pR d q.
Theorem 2.1 (Riesz Representation for slow-growing measures).
Conversely, for every continuous linear functional T : C F D pR d q Ñ C there exists a unique µ P M SG pR d q such that (11) holds.
F D pR d q and let C ą 0 and N P N such that (10) holds. Let us define the linear functional p1`|x| 2 q´N T :
hence, T is continuous. Expression (12) holds in particular for every ϕ P C c pR d q Ă C F D pR d q. The functional p1`|x| 2 q´N T is hence a bounded linear functional over C c pR d q endowed with the supremum norm. By Hahn-Banach extension Theorem (Reed & Simon, 1980, Theorem III.5 or Theorem V.3), p1`|x| 2 q´N T can be extended to a continuous linear functional over C 0 pR d q, and since C c pR d q is dense in C 0 pR d q the extension is unique. Eq. (12) holds for every ϕ P C 0 pR d q. Since C 1 0 pR d q " M F pR d q, we conclude that p1`|x| 2 q´N T is identified with a unique measure ν P M F pRq. Consider then the multiplication measure dµpxq " p1`|x| 2 q N dνpxq, which is in M SG pR d q. We conclude that for every ϕ P C F D pR d q we have
Convenient spaces of test-functions and their dual spaces
Let us denote C 8 0 pR d q the space of smooth complex functions over R d such that all of their derivatives vanish at infinity. Let us introduce the next space of test-functions:
V pR d q is defined in such a way that V pR d q Ă C 8 0 pR d q, but this requirement actually follows from RiemannLebesgue Lemma. V pR d q is a strict subspace of C 8 0 pR d q. The space V pR d q can be defined equivalently as the space of functions in C 8 0 pR d q such that their inverse Fourier transforms in distributional sense can be identified with a function in C F D pR d q. Of course, if we use the inverse Fourier transform instead of the Fourier transform in the definition (14) of V pR d q, the space keeps unchanged.
We endow V pR d q with the topology induced by the directed family of semi-norms
It is quite immediate that the Fourier transform and its inverse interpreted in distributional sense define continuous and bijective linear transformations from The next Lemma will be widely used in this work.
Lemma 2.1. For every x, y P R d and for every m P N, p1`|x| 2 q m ď 2 m´1 " p1`2|x´y| 2 q m`2m |y| 2m ‰ . In particular, p1`|x| 2 q m ď 2 m´1`3m`2m |y| 2m˘w hen |x´y| ď 1.
Proof: Using first the convexity of the function x P R d Þ Ñ 1`|x| 2 and then the convexity of the
Proof of Proposition 2.1: The inclusions are straightforward. We will just prove the density of
The density in V pR d q follows immediately from the continuity of the Fourier transform.
We first prove that if
It is clear that f is integrable and bounded, as well as ϕ which is in addition smooth. Thus f˚ϕ is a smooth integrable and bounded function, and its Fourier transform satisfies F pf˚ϕq " p2πq
Let pφ n q nPN Ă DpR d q be a regularizing sequence of positive functions, such that ş R d φ n pxqdx " 1 and supppφ n q " B 1 n p0q for all n P N, where B r p0q denotes the open ball of radius r ą 0 centred at 0. We consider the sequence of functions f n " f˚φ n , which are all in S pR d q. We will prove that
we can take R ą 0 large enough such that for every x such that |x| ą R´1, p1`2|x| 2 q m |f pxq| ă ǫ 3p2 m´1`22m´1 q . Notice that in this case, p1`|x| 2 q m |f pxq| ă ǫ 3 . Since f is continuous, it is uniformly continuous over the compact set B R`1 p0q. Thus, there exists δ ą 0 such that if |x´y| ă δ, then |f pxq´f pyq| ă ǫ 3p1`R 2 q m for all x, y P B R`1 p0q. Consider n 0 P N such that
For the first term, the uniform continuity of f implies
Regarding the second term paq, the integral is split to obtain paq ď sup
Applying Lemma 2.1, one has
(20) Hence considering (19) and (20) we finally obtain paq ă 2ǫ 3 . Putting together this result and (18) on equation (17), we finally obtain that for all n ě n 0 ,
Hence, sup xPR dˇp1`|x| 2 q m pf pxq´f n pxqqˇˇÑ 0 as n Ñ 8. Since m was arbitrary, this procedure applies for all m P N. We therefore conclude that
Let us now consider the dual space
The density of S pR d q in V pR d q and the integrability of the functions in C F D pR d q allow to conclude the following inclusions:
The Fourier transform over V 1 pR d q can be defined equivalently as the restriction over V 1 pR d q of the Fourier transform on S 1 pR d q, or as the adjoint of the Fourier transform F :
Using this second option, it follows immediately that it is a continuous linear functional F :
Riesz Representation Theorem 2.1, we conclude that V 1 pR d q is the space of tempered distributions such that their Fourier transforms (or inverse) are slow-growing measures, having
Let us now introduce some special conventions and spaces of test-functions adapted to a spatio-temporal framework. These conventions will be used all along this work unless stated otherwise. d P N˚will always denote the spatial dimension. We will explicitly write R dˆR for the space-time Euclidean space. We sometimes call R`the positive-time. The letters px, tq will always denote a point in the physical space-time, and the letters pξ, ωq will be used to denote a point in the frequency space-time. We will use the letters ϕ, φ for spatial test-functions, the letters θ, ϑ for temporal test-functions and the letter ψ for spatio-temporal test functions. F will denote a spatio-temporal Fourier transform, F S a spatial Fourier transform, and F T a temporal Fourier transform, all of these operations being defined over S 1 pR dˆR q. We explicit them through
for all ψ P S pR dˆR q. The symbol b will denote a spatio-temporal tensor product, that is, S b T denotes the tensor product between a spatial distribution S and a temporal distribution T . The same applies for the tensor product between spatial and temporal functions or measures. We will always use the space-time order notation, with the spatial object at the left and the temporal at the right of the symbol b.
We will first consider a space of test-functions acting over the whole space-time R dˆR :
Members of this class act as members of V pR d q spatially and as members of C F D pRq temporally. That is, if ψ P V pR d q p bC F D pRq, then for every x P R d , ψpx,¨q P C F D pRq and for every t P R, ψp¨, tq P V pR d q. It is immediate that this set of functions is a complex vector space. Every function of the form ϕ b θ, with ϕ P V pR d q and θ P C F D pRq is a member of this class, as well as any finite linear combination of functions of this form. The notation V pR d q p bC F D pRq has a deep inspiration in the theory of Nuclear spaces: the notation EbF , when E and F are general topological vector spaces, is used to represent a completition, under suitable topologies, of the space E b F of finite linear combinations of tensor products (see Trèves (1967, Part III) or Grothendieck (1955) ). We will not enter in those details explicitly, and we will simply work with definition (25) and its notation, which would be fully justified if it turns out that the space V pR d q is nuclear (Trèves, 1967, Proposition 50.7).
We endow V pR d q p bC F D pRq with the topology induced by the directed family of semi-norms:
The spatial Fourier transform (and its inverse) defines a continuous linear functional from
. From the continuity of F S and the completeness of C F D pR dˆR q, we conclude that
The spatial Fourier transform F S over pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 is defined as the adjoint of the spatial Fourier transform over C F D pR dˆR q, whose range is the space V pR d q p bC F D pRq. We obtain thus a continuous linear operator
It is then concluded that pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 " F S`MSG pR dˆR q˘, the space of tempered distributions whose spatial Fourier transforms are slow-growing measures over R dˆR .
We consider now spaces of test-functions which are conceived to work over the positive-time. We define the next space of test-functions:
(28) This space can be equivalently defined as the space of restrictions of functions in C F D pR dˆR q to the subset R dˆR`. C F D pR dˆR`q is endowed with the topology induced by the family of semi-norms:
Let us denote M SG pR dˆR`q the space of slow-growing complex measures over R dˆR with support contained in R dˆR`. We could have defined M SG pR dˆR`q as a space of measures over R dˆR`w ithout concerning on what happens over the negative-time, but it is actually easier to work with measures defined over the whole space R dˆR but for which we only look at their behaviours over the subset R dˆR`. The next Proposition follows from Riesz Representation Theorem 2.1.
We extend the domain of definition of T so it can be applied to every function in C F D pR dˆR q, through
Since
This proves that the extension of T to the space C F D pR dˆR q is in C 1 F D pR dˆR q and hence by Riesz Representation Theorem 2.1 there exists a slow-growing measure µ P M SG pR dˆR q such that
It can be concluded that the support of µ is contained in R dˆR`b y considering that xT, ψy " 0 for every ψ P C F D pR dˆR q such that its support is contained in R dˆR´. This proves that C 1
We consider now the following space of test-functions:
Members of this class satisfy completely analogous properties to those of the class V pR d q p bC F D pRq, with the only difference residing in the domain of definition of the functions. The notation of (34) is also inspired by the theory of Nuclear spaces, although not justified. The space V pR d q p bC F D pR`q is also endowed with an analogous topology as the space V pR d q p bC F D pRq, using the supremum over R dˆR`r ather than over R dˆR in the definition of the semi-norms (26). V pR d q p bC F D pR`q is a Fréchet space. The spatial Fourier transform defines a continuous linear operator from
We conclude that`
We remark that both spaces pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 and M SG pR dˆR q are subspaces of S 1 pR dˆR q. It turns out that every distribution in M SG pR dˆR q or in`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1 can be differentiated any number of times, and that the spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal Fourier transforms can be applied freely.
Operators defined through a symbol
Here we work with a generic d P N˚, not necessarily in a spatio-temporal framework. Let g : R d Ñ C. Let us denote g R its real part and g I its imaginary part. We say that g is a symbol function if it is measurable, polynomially bounded and Hermitian (that is, g R is even and g I is odd). If g is a symbol function, we define the linear operator L g :
This operator is well-defined since the multiplication of a measurable and polynomially bounded function with a slow-growing measure is a slow-growing measure. In addition, the Hermitianity of g guarantees that L g is a real operator. Every differential operators with constant coefficients is of this form, obtained when g is an Hermitian polynomial. Other pseudo-differential operators such as pκ 2´∆ q α 2 for α P R and κ ą 0 (or α ě 0 and κ " 0) can be also obtained through this method through the function gpξq " pκ 2`| ξ| 2 q α 2 . We remark that when g is continuous, L g can be identified as the adjoint of the operator F pgF´1p¨qq, for which it is quite immediate to see that it is a continuous linear operator from V pR d q to V pR d q.
We remark that in the case where |g| ě 1 p for a strictly positive polynomial p :
. In such a case, if we consider a PDE of the form
we conclude that there exists a unique solution in
for equations of the form (37) can be found in Carrizo Vergara (2019, Section 4.6).
In a spatio-temporal setting, for a spatial symbol function g, the operator L g will denote the operator F´1 S pgF S p¨qq, which is defined over pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . The PDE (1) can thus be seen as an equation with an operator defined through a spatio-temporal symbol, B Bt`L g " F´1 ppiω`gqF p¨qq.
Càdlàg-in-time representations
In this section we make precise what do we mean with distributions having a càdlàg-in-time behaviour. This definition will be restrained in this work to the cases of the spaces of distributions presented in Section 2.3, although a more general treatment can be done.
We say that T has a càdlàg behaviour over R, or that it has a càdlàg-in-time representation, if there exists a family of spatial distributions pT t q tPR Ă V 1 pR d q (resp. pT t q tPR Ă M SG pR d q) such that ‚ for all ϕ P V pR d q (resp. in C F D pR d q) the function t Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy is a càdlàg function defining a slow-growing measure over R,
The family of distributions pT t q tPR is called the càdlàg-in-time representation of T .
One can easily conclude that if T is a distribution in pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 (resp. in M SG pR dˆR q) having a càdlàg-in-time representation, its representation must be unique. Indeed, if pT t q tPR and pT t q tPR are two càdlàg-in-time representations of T , then for every ϕ in V pR d q p bC F D pRq (resp. in C F D pR dˆR q), ş R xT t´Tt , ϕyθptqdt " 0 for every θ P C F D pRq, from which it can be concluded that t Þ Ñ xT t´Tt , ϕy equals 0 almost everywhere. Since this last function is càdlàg, it must be null everywhere. We remark that in the case where T P`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1 (resp. in M SG pR dˆR`q ) has a càdlàg-in-time representation, then T t " 0 for every t P R´.
Let us introduce the next auxiliary definition.
Definition 2.4. Let t 0 P R. Consider a sequence of positive functions pθ pt 0 q n q nPN Ă DpRq such that ş R θ pt 0 q n ptqdt " 1 for all n P N and such that there exists a sequence of strictly positive real numbers pa n q nPN Ă R`which decreases to 0 and such that supppθ pt 0 q n q Ă rt 0 , t 0`an s for all n P N. We say then that pθ pt 0 q n q nPN converges to δ t 0 from the right, denoted θ It is clear that if f : R Ñ C is a càdlàg function then for all t P R, f ptq " lim nÑ8 ş R f psqθ ptq n psqds for any sequence pθ ptq n q nPN converging to δ t from the right. Hence, if T is a distribution in any of the spaces considered in Definition 2.3 and being càdlàg-in-time, the càdlàg-in-time representation is determined by
for any sequence pθ ptq n q nPN converging to δ t from the right, and for any spatial test-function ϕ in the corresponding space. The next Proposition is quite obvious. Proposition 2.3. Let T P M SG pR dˆR q. Then, T has a càdlàg-in-time representation if and only if F S pT q P pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 has a càdlàg-in-time representation.
Proof: It suffices to take pF S pT ttPR as the family defining the càdlàg-in-time representation of F S pT q.
Let T be in pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 or in M SG pR dˆR q. One crucial fact about T is that it acts as a slowgrowing measure in time. This fact is evident for the case T P M SG pR dˆR q.
what we mean with T being a slow-growing measure in time is that for every spatial test-function ϕ P V pR d q, the application θ P C F D pRq Þ Ñ xT, ϕ b θy defines a continuous linear functional over C F D pRq and hence it is a slow-growing measure over R. This can be concluded immediately from criteria (27). The fact that T acts temporally as a measure implies that we can construct integrals with respect to its time component. To be precise, for every spatial test-function ϕ in a corresponding space, we can extend the domain of definition of the application θ Þ Ñ xT, ϕ b θy to every measurable and bounded function with fast decreasing behaviour over R. In particular, for any A P B B pR d q, we have the right to write:
The next Theorem generalises in some sense the condition we can testify in dimension 1: that the temporal primitive of a measure in M pRq can be identified with a càdlàg function (Eq. (5)).
Theorem 2.2. Let U denoting any of the spaces pV pR
Proof: We will only prove the case where T and BT Bt are in M SG pR dˆR q. The other cases follow immediately form M SG pR dˆR`q Ă M SG pR dˆR q and from Proposition 2.3. We will denote for simplicity µ " BT Bt P M SG pR dˆR q. In this proof we will extensively use that fact that if θ 1 , θ 2 P DpRq are two temporal functions such that ş R θ 1 ptqdt " ş R θ 2 ptqdt " 1, then the function θ 1´θ2 has a unique primitive in DpRq, given by t P R Þ Ñ ş t 8 θ 1 puq´θ 2 puqdu. In addition, this primitive has its support contained in the support of θ 1´θ2 . We will denote this primitive ş pθ 1´θ2 q. Hence, we will always have for functions of this form, xT, ϕbpθ 1´θ2 qy "´x BT Bt , ϕb ż pθ 1´θ2 qy "´ż
Let ϕ P C F D pR d q. Let t P R and let pθ ptq n q nPN Ă DpRq be a sequence convergning to δ t from the right, for which we will suppose for simplicity that supppθ ptq n q Ă " t, t`1 n ‰ for all n P N˚. We consider thus the sequence of complex numbers pxT, ϕ b θ ptq n yq nPN . For n, m P N˚, the function θ ptq n´θ ptq m has null total integral, and hence we can apply principle (41) to it. We have thus,ˇˇx
"ˇˇˇˇż
Here we have used thatˇˇş
The convergence to 0 is justified since the set R dˆ`t , t`1 n _ 1 m˘d ecreases to H as n, m Ñ 8 and since ϕ P C F D pR d q. This proves that the sequence pxT, ϕ b θ ptq n yq nPN is a Cauchy sequence and hence it converges to a limit which we will denote xT t , ϕy. An argument following the same procedures as in (42) can be used to prove that the limit does not depend on the sequence pθ ptq n q nPN converging to δ t chosen (replace θ ptq m with another sequence, the arguments still hold).
Since T t satisfies (39) for every t P R, it is immediate that the application ϕ P C F D pR d q Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy is linear. Consider a sequence pθ ptq n q nPN converging to δ t from the right side, and let us consider a positive function ϑ t P DpRq such that ş R ϑ t puqdu " 1, supppϑ t q Ă rt, t`1s, and such that }ϑ} 8 :" sup uPR |ϑ t puq| does not depend on t (we can always find such a function). One has theňˇˇx
ϕpξqϑ t psqdT pξ, sqˇˇˇˇ. 
We conclude thus
This inequality proves two things: first, that the function t P R Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy is polynomially bounded for every ϕ P C F D pR d q, and second that for every t P R the application ϕ P C F D pR d q Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy defines a continuous linear functional over C F D pR d q, hence it defines a slow-growing measure over R d . Let us prove that the function t P R Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy is càdlàg. Let t, s P R such that t ą s. Let pθ psq n q nPN converging to δ s from the right and let pθ ptq n q nPN converging to δ t from the right. Let us make explicit the expression xT t´Ts , ϕy. We have xT t , ϕy´xT s , ϕy " xT t´Ts , ϕy
ϕpξq1 ps,ts puqdµpξ, uq.
The last limit is justified using Dominated Convergence Theorem. Indeed, one has
psq n pvqdv Ñ´ϕpξq1 ps,ts puq, @pξ, uq P R dˆR , and this point-wise convergence is dominated by the function pξ, uq Þ Ñ 2|ϕpξq|1 rs,t`1q puq which is integrable with respect to |µ|. We write then xT t´Ts , ϕy " xµ, ϕ b 1 ps,ts y,
from which it is clear that the function t Þ Ñ xT t , ϕy is càdlàg. Since this càdlàg function is polynomially bounded, it defines a slow-growing measure over R, with the integral ş R xT t , ϕyθptqdt being well-defined for every θ P C F D pRq.
We finish by proving that ş R xT t , ϕyθptqdt " xT, ϕ b θy for all ϕ P C F D pR d q and θ P C F D pRq. For that, we will consider for every t P R a particular sequence of functions converging to δ t from the right given by θ ptq n psq " a n e´1 1´|2n p s´1 2´p t`1 2n qq| 2 1 pt,t`1 n q psq, n P N˚,
where a n ą 0 is a normalising number. This sequence has the particularity that if we regard the function t Þ Ñ θ ptq n psq for a fixed s P R, the obtained sequence of functions approaches δ s from the left. We also remark that the function pt, sq P RˆR Þ Ñ θ ptq n psq is measurable. From (39), one has that
In addition, following (46) one has that the sequence of functions pt Þ Ñ xT, ϕ b θ ptq n yq nPN˚i s uniformly bounded by a polynomial, hence integrable when multiplied by θ. The point-wise convergence (50) is thus dominated by an integrable function. We have thus ż
Using again Lemma 2.1, we consider that for all pξ, t, sq P R dˆRˆR , it holds that
and the last function is integrable with respect to the measure d|T |pξ, sqdt over R dˆRˆR . By Fubini's Theorem, it follows that ż
(53) Since for any fixed s P R, pt Þ Ñ θ ptq n psqq Ñ δś and θ is continuous, it follows that lim nÑ8 ş R θptqθ ptq n psqdt " θpsq. Using again lemma 2.1, one has for all pξ, sq P R dˆR ,ˇˇˇϕ
This last function is integrable with respect to |T | over R dˆR . We conclude
from which we finally obtain
If T is in any of the spaces considered in Theorem 2.2 and if it satisfies the hypotheses there given, formula (48) allows us to obtain an expression for T t´Ts for every t ą s. However, we do not have in general an explicit expression for T t alone, although of course it can be computed following (39). We remark, however, that in the particular cases where T is in`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1 or in M SG pR dˆR`q , T t " 0 for t ă 0, and hence it follows immediately that the càdlàg-in-time representation in those cases is given by
Analysis of the PDE
Let us now consider the PDE (1). Let us require X P pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . We will see that this requirement will allow us to properly speak about an initial condition for Cauchy problems associated to this equation. In addition, it allows to consider the cases where the spatial symbol function g is continuous, allowing a big variety of pseudo-differential operators. We work in the analogous of a parabolic framework, requiring always that g R ě 0.
Solutions over R
dˆRẀ e begin by looking at for solutions over R dˆR`, that is, we do not care if the resulting distributions satisfy the equation over R dˆR´.
Let us apply the spatial Fourier transform to the equation (1), obtaining the spatially-multiplicative equation:
where Y " F S pXq P M SG pR dˆR`q and V " F S pU q is the transformed unknown.
We introduce the following operator, which we will call Duhamel's Operator.
We remark that this operator is nothing but a temporal convolution (that is, a convolution with respect to the temporal component) with the function pξ, sq P R dˆR Þ Ñ e sgpξq 1 R´p sq (we may, for instance, extend the domain of ψ to R dˆR by making it null over R dˆR´, in order to properly define such a convolution).
Proof: The linearity of D g is straightforward. If we consider a sequence pξ n , t n q nPN Ă R dˆR`s uch that pξ n , t n q Ñ pξ, tq P R dˆR`a s n Ñ 8, it is immediate to verify using the continuity of g and ψ that e´p s´tnqgpξnq ψpξ n , sq1 ptn,8q psq Ñ e´p s´tqgpξq ψpξ, sq1 pt,8q psq, as n Ñ 8, @s P R`zttu.
Considering that g R ě 0, we also have that |e´a gpξq | ď 1 for every a ě 0, hencěˇˇe´p
We conclude that the convergence (60) is dominated by function s Þ Ñ
, which is integrable over R`since ψ P C F D pR dˆR`q . It follows from Dominated Convergence Theorem that the function D g pψq is continuous. Let n S , n T P N. We consider that
This proves that D g pψq is a fast-decreasing function. In addition, this also proves that D g is a continuous linear operator from
The adjoint operator of Duhamel's operator is denoted by Dg and it is hence a continuous linear operator from M SG pR dˆR`q to M SG pR dˆR`q . Proposition 3.2. Let Y P M SG pR dˆR`q Ă S 1 pR dˆR q. Then, Dg pY q satisfies (58) in the sense of S 1 pR dˆR q.
Proof: Let ψ P S pR dˆR q. We have x BDg pY q Bt , ψy "´xDg pY q, Bψ Bt y "´xDg pY q, Bψ
By integrations by parts, for every pξ, tq P R dˆR`i t holdś
It is immediate that gD g pψq " D g pgψq. We obtain thus x BDg pY q Bt , ψy " xY, ψy´xY, D g pgψqy " xY, ψy´xDg pY q, gψy " xY, ψy´xgDg pY q, ψy,
where the equality xDg pY q, gψy " xgDg pY q, ψy is justified since Dg pY q is a slow-growing measure and g is a polynomially bounded continuous function. This proves that Dg pY q satisfies the PDE (58) in the sense of S 1 pR dˆR q.
Proof:
From Theorem 2.2, the next Corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 3.2. Let Y P M SG pR dˆR`q . Then, Dg pY q has a càdlàg-in-time representation.
Let us describe the càdlàg-in-time representation of Dg pY q for any Y P M SG pR dˆR`q , which we denote pDg pY q t q tPR`. We consider t P R`, pθ ptq n q nPN Ă DpRq a sequence such that θ ptq n Ñ δt , for which we suppose supppθ ptq n q Ă rt, t`1s for every n P N. Let ϕ P C F D pR d q. We have thus,
Since θ ptq n Ñ δt , and since the function u Þ Ñ e´p u´sqgpξq 1 rs,8q puqϕpξq is càdlàg for every pξ, sq P R dˆR`, one has ż R`e´p u´sqgpξq 1 rs,8q puqϕpξqθ ptq n puqdu Ñ ϕpξqe´p t´sqgpξq 1 rs,8q ptq, as n Ñ 8, @pξ, sq P R dˆR`.
(67) In addition, by playing with the supports of the functions involved, one obtainšˇˇˇż R`e´p u´sqgpξq 1 rs,8q puqϕpξqθ ptq n puqduˇˇˇˇď |ϕpξq|1 r0,t`1s psq, @pξ, sq P R dˆR`, @n P N.
Since pξ, sq Þ Ñ |ϕpξq|1 r0,t`1s psq is integrable with respect to Y over R dˆR`, one obtains from Dominated Convergence Theorem
from which we conclude xDg pY q t , ϕy "
We conclude that we can always find a solution to the transformed problem (58) which has a càdlàg-in-time behaviour, and hence for which the notion of an initial condition makes sense. Nevertheless, the following result shows that we still have some difficulties if we want to consider any arbitrary initial condition in a Cauchy problem associated to equation (58). This result follows from a simple fact, which is actually an equivalent statement to Proposition 3.3: the homogeneous problem
has no non-trivial solutions in M SG pR dˆR`q .
Proof: Let us suppose there are two solutions in M SG pR dˆR`q , say V 1 and V 2 . Then, by linearity of the equation, the difference V H " V 1´V2 P M SG pR dˆR`q must satisfy the homogeneous problem (71). Let us look for solutions to the homogeneous problem in the bigger space of measures M pR dˆR q. With a typical analysis we have that V H satisfies B Bt`e tg V H˘" 0.
Hence,
for some S P D 1 pR d q, and since we have required that V H must be a measure, S must be in M pR d q. It turns out that V H is of the form
However, expression (74) does not provide a measure with support on R dˆR`u nless S " 0. Hence, there is no solution to (71) in M SG pR dˆR`q besides the trivial solution.
In the last proof we remark that if we consider the restriction of the measure V H over R dˆR`, 1 R dˆR`V H , then we do obtain a measure in M SG pR dˆR`q if S P M SG pR d q. However, this measure does not satisfy (71) in the sense of S 1 pR dˆR q. It rather satisfies
where δ 0 T P M SG pR`q denotes the Dirac measure at 0 P R`. Proof: Take U " F´1 S`Dg pY q˘" F´1 S`Dg pF S pXqq˘.
Solutions over R dˆR
Consider for now the PDE (1) with the only condition X P V 1 pR dˆR q. Let us make an extra supposition for g: there exists κ ą 0 such that g R ě κ. By following Section 2.4, we can guarantee the existence of a unique solution in V 1 pR dˆR q, which we denote by U 8 and which is given by
In general, it is not clear if U 8 has a càdlàg-in-time representation. We cannot simply apply the principles of Theorem 2.2 since the distributions in V 1 pR dˆR q do not necessarily behave as a measure in time. In order to restrain our work to such kind of solutions, let us consider the case where X P V 1 pR dˆR q X pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . In such case X is a measure in the temporal component and both F S pXq and F pXq are slow-growing measures over R dˆR .
Consider the spatially transformed problem (58). Let us reconsider Duhamel's operator, defined as in (59), but this time we suppose ψ P C F D pR dˆR q, with pξ, tq P R dˆR .
Proposition 3.4. Suppose g : R d Þ Ñ C is a continuous symbol function such that g R ě κ for some κ ą 0.
Then, D g defines a continuous linear operator from C F D pR dˆR q to C F D pR dˆR q.
We will use the following simple Lemma:
Proof: The proof of the continuity follows immediately from the uniform continuity of the functions in C F D pR dˆRm q. The proof of the fast-decreasing behaviour follows from
for all x P R d and for all N P N.
Proof of Proposition 3.4:
The linearity of D g is straightforward. Let ψ P C F D pR dˆR q. The continuity of D g pψq can be proven following the same arguments as in Proposition 3.1. Let n T , n S P N. From Lemma 2.1, we obtain for any pξ, tq P R dˆR ,ˇp 
From Lemma 3.1, the function s P R Þ Ñ sup ξPR dˇp1`|ξ| 2 q n S ψpξ, sqˇˇis in C F D pRq hence it is bounded. In addition, the function s P R Þ Ñ e sκ p1`2s 2 q n T 1 R´p sq is integrable over R. 
On the other hand, one has
R´e sκ p1`2s 2 q n T ds`π2 n T´2¸s up pξ,tqPR dˆRˇp 1`|ξ| 2 q n S p1`t 2 q n T`1 ψpξ, tqˇˇ.
(80) This proves both that D g pψq is in C F D pR dˆR q and that D g defines a continuous linear operator from
The adjoint of Duhamel's operator, Dg , is then a continuous linear operator from M SG pR dˆR q to M SG pR dˆR q. In addition, we have the following simple manner of describing such operator.
Hence, applying the exchange formula for the temporal Fourier transform (8), we have
where pRq denotes a temporal convolution. A typical result from Fourier Analysis, which can be applied considering that g R ě κ ą 0, states that
in distributional sense. We conclude that F T´1 iω`g F´1 T p¨q¯equals the temporal convolution with the function pξ, sq Þ Ñ e sgpξq 1 R´p sq, which is no other than Duhamel's operator over C F D pR dˆR q.
Corollary 3.4. Dg pµq " F´1 T´1 iω`g F T pµq¯for every µ P M SG pR dˆR q.
Proof: Since the adjoint of the operator F T´1 iω`g F´1 T p¨q¯is F´1 T´1 iω`g F T p¨q¯, the result follows from Riesz Representation Theorem 2.1.
We can now conclude the following result: when X P V 1 pR dˆR q X pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 , the solution U 8 given by (76) can be expressed through
We remark that this implies immediately that
than the solution itself.
Then, there exists a unique measure V P M pR dˆR q such that
‚ its restriction to R dˆR`i s in M SG pR dˆR`q and it has a càdlàg-in-time representation whose evaluation at t " 0 is V 0 .
Proof: For the existence, consider the measure V P M pR dˆR q defined by
which is more explicitly expressed as (we recall that Dg pY q is a measure with support in R dˆR`a nd V 0 and Dg pY q 0 are measures over R d ):
pξ, tqdDg pY qpξ, tq, @ψ P DpR dˆR q.
(89) The fact that V satisfies the PDE (58) arises from Proposition 3.2 and from the fact that the measure e´t g`p V 0´Dg pY q 0 q b 1˘satisfies the homogeneous equation (71), since it is of the form (73).
The restriction of V over R dˆR`i s given by
It is immediate that 1 R dˆR`V is in M SG pR dˆR`q since g R ě 0. A typical computation using the derivative of the product and Proposition 3.2 allows to conclude that
where δ 0 T is the Dirac measure at 0 P R`. We remark that
From this we obtain that the temporal derivative of 1 R dˆR`V is a measure in M SG pR dˆR`q since it is a sum of measures in M SG pR dˆR`q . From Theorem 2.2 it follows that 1 R dˆR`V has a càdlàg-in-time representation. One can apply formula (39) to compute the càdlàg-in-time representation of V over R dˆR2
(which is evidently the same as the representation of 1 R dˆR`V ), obtaining
And from this, it is immediate that the evaluation at t " 0 if this càdlàg representation equals the desired initial condition V 0 . This proves the existence.
If we suppose that there are two measures V 1 and V 2 satisfying the conditions in Theorem 4.1, we consider then the difference V H " V 1´V2 must satisfies the homogenoeus problem (71), and hence it must be of the form (73) for some S P M SG pR d q. But this implies that the evaluation at 0 of its càdlàg-in-time representation is V H,0 " S. Since in addition, V 1ˇt "0 " V 2ˇt "0 , then it follows that V H,0 must be null, and hence S " 0. It follows that V H " 0. This proves that V is the unique solution to (87) satisfying the required properties.
As stated in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the solution V has a càdlàg-in-time representation over R`given by (92). Using the càdlàg-in-time representation of Duhamel's operator over M SG pR dˆR`q (70), one obtains that this family is given by
‚ It has a càdlàg-in-time representation whose evaluation at t " 0 is U 0 .
Proof: Let Y " F S pXq P M SG pR dˆR`q and V 0 " F S pU 0 q P M SG pR d q. Let us then consider the solution V of the transformed problem (87) obtained from Theorem 4.1 and which is given by (88). Let us consider its restriction to R dˆR`, 1 R dˆR`V , which is given by (90). We define then
Clearly U P`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1. Since 1 R dˆR`V has a càdlàg-in-time representation, U has it also (Proposition 2.3), and its evaluation at t " 0 is U 0 " F´1 S pV 0 q.
Following expression (91) for B Bt p1 R dˆR`V q, and since B Bt˝F´1 S " F´1 S˝B Bt over S 1 pR dˆR q, it follows that U satisfies, in the sense of S 1 pR dˆR q, BU Bt`L g U " X``U 0´F´1 S`Dg pY q 0˘˘b δ 0 T .
If we restrain the space of test-functions to those in S pR dˆR q such that their supports are included in R dˆR`, then we obtain condition (94) since for such kinds of test-functions we have ψp¨, 0q " 0 and hence xpU 0´F´1 S`Dg pY q 0˘q b δ 0 T , ψy " 0. This proves the existence of such a solution.
The uniqueness is proven in a typical manner, by supposing that there are two different solutions satisfying the conditions and then taking the difference between the solutions. It follows that such difference must be of the form U H " F´1 S pe´t g S b 1 R`q for some S P M SG pR d q. U H has a càdlàg-in-time representation which must be null. It is then immediate to conclude that S " 0, and hence there is a unique solution satisfying the desired conditions.
The solution U P`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1 satisfying (86) in the sense of Theorem 4.2 can be then described through its càdlàg-in-time representation pU t q tPR`Ă V 1 pR d q, given by xU t , ϕy "
for all ϕ P V pR d q and for all t P R`. This is simply U t " F´1 S pV t q, with pV t q tPR`Ă M SG pR d q being the càdlàg-in-time representation of the solution to the transformed problem, given by (93).
Long-term asymptotic analysis
We study right now the relation between the solution U 8 P V 1 pR dˆR q presented in Section 3.2 and the solution U to an associated Cauchy problem presented in Section 4. Precisely, we consider the case where g is a continuous symbol function such that g R ě κ ą 0, and we consider X P V 1 pR dˆR q X pV pR d q p bC F D pRqq 1 . We denote 1 R dˆR`X :" F´1 S p1 R dˆR`F S pXqq P`V pR d q p bC F D pR`q˘1 (X is not necessarily a measure, although it behaves as a measure in time, hence we can speak about its restriction to R dˆR`, which we decided to define in this way). We denote U 8 the unique solution in V 1 pR dˆR q to equation (1), which is given by (76), with càdlàg-in-time representation pU 8 t q tPR Ă V 1 pR d q given by (85). Given an arbitrary fixed U 0 P V 1 pR d q, we denote U the unique solution to the Cauchy problem
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 4.2. The càdlàg-in-time representation of U , pU t q tPR`Ă V 1 pR d q is given by (97) (since the integral with respect to F S pXq is over a subset of R dˆR`, there is no difference in using F S pXq or F S p1 R dˆR`X q). The next Theorem states that, actually, the solution U 8 describes how the solution U behaves spatio-temporally once the time has flown long enough.
Theorem 5.1. For every ǫ ą 0 and for every ϕ P V pR d q there exists t ǫ,ϕ P R`such that |xU 8 t´U t , φy| ă ǫ, @t ě t ǫ,ϕ , @φ P V pR d q translation of ϕ.
Proof: Let ϕ P V pR d q. Let h P R d and let φ " τ h ϕ, where τ h denotes the operator translation by h (τ h ϕpxq " ϕpx´hq). We have thus F´1 S pφqpξq " e ih T ξ F´1 S pϕqpξq. 
We set C ϕ " ş R dˇF´1 S pϕqpξqˇˇd |F S pU 0 q| pξq`ş R dˆp´8 ,0s e sκˇF´1 S pϕqpξqˇˇd |F S pXq| pξ, sq, and since F S pU 0 q P M SG pR d q, F S pXq P M SG pR dˆR q, and the function s Þ Ñ e sκ decreases faster that any polynomial as s Ñ´8, it follows that C ϕ ă 8. If C ϕ " 0 the result is straightforward. If C ϕ ą 0, for every ǫ we chose t ǫ,ϕ big enough such that e´t ǫ,ϕκ ă ǫ Cϕ . It follows immediately from (100) that for every t ě t ǫ,ϕ , |xU t´U
We remark that this notion of asymptotic convergence is quite different to the classical convergence to a steady state widely used in evolution problems, since in those cases we usually look at for a spatial distribution to which the solution converges in some sense. It is not clear if such a steady state exists in general, nor in which space of spatial distributions should it belong.
We finish by noticing a last simple fact: if we start with a corresponding initial condition given by the evaluation at t " 0 of U 8 , then the solutions U and U 8 coincide over R dˆR`. This indicates that U 8 works as a sort of spatio-temporal fixed point for the problem.
Proposition 5.1. If we set the initial condition U 0 " U 8 0 in the Cauchy problem (98), then its solution U and the distribution U 8 coincide over R dˆR`.
Proof: The càdlàg-in-time representation of U is given in this case by 
